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Isotopic investigation of the lattice dynamics in CuBr

J. Serrano, T. Ruf, F. Widulle, C. T. Lin, and M. Cardona
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, Heisenbergstr. 1, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Received 20 November 2000; revised manuscript received 26 February 2001; published 20 June 2001!

We present a detailed investigation of the Raman spectra of isotopically tailored CuBr at low temperature.
The transverse optic~TO! phonon of CuBr exhibits an almost perfect Lorentzian line shape, whereas the
longitudinal optic~LO! phonon displays a complex broad structure. The change of the TO frequency with the
variation of the isotope composition can be well described within thevirtual crystal approximation~VCA!,
which corresponds to av}m21/2 dependence on the reduced massm. Slight deviations from this general trend
are attributed to anharmonic renormalization and agree semiquantitatively with results extracted from previous
measurements of the temperature dependence of the Raman spectra. In the LO case, the broad structure is
resolved into three separate features,A, B, andC. While A andB are rather broad,C is a narrow peak located
at the high-energy side of the LO structure. Two different trends are observed when analyzing the evolution of
the LO structure with isotope substitution: peakB shows a}m21/2 behavior, analogous to that of the TO
phonon, whereas peaksA and C shift almost only with the copper mass. The LO line shape is explained in
terms of theFermi resonance~FR! model, i.e., an interaction between the LO mode and a combination band
of two acoustic phonons. We have performed a shell model calculation, with parameters taken from inelastic
neutron scattering measurements, in order to obtain the one- and two-phonon densities of states~DOS!. This
calculation yields Raman line shapes in remarkable agreement with the experimental observations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.045201 PACS number~s!: 71.38.2k, 63.20.Ry, 78.30.Fs, 78.30.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade considerable effort has been devote
the study of the effects of isotope substitution on the el
tronic and vibrational properties of semiconductors. Ma
investigations have been concerned with elemental mater
i.e., diamond, Si, Ge, of which crystals of some technolo
cally interesting isotopic modifications have been grown. F
example, it is well known that one of the limiting factors
the thermal conductivity is, along with other kinds of defec
the mixture of isotopes in crystals grown out of natural e
ments possessing more than one stable isotope; a remar
contribution occurs due to elastic scattering by the differ
isotopes of the constituent atoms of the material. In the c
of diamond,12C-enriched crystals have a significantly larg
thermal conductivity, especially at 80 K.1 In silicon this con-
ductivity has been reported recently to be enhanced b
factor of up to 6~at 20 K! through enrichment of28Si with
respect to the natural abundance.2 Isotope substitution also
results in a change of the lattice constant, as it has b
reported for diamond,3 Si,4 and Ge.5,6 Another related effect
is the modification of the electronic band gap due to
dependence of the electron-phonon interaction and the la
constant on the average isotopic massm̄.7,8

These effects are related to modifications of the latt
dynamics through isotope substitution. Hence, the invest
tion of isotopically modified samples is not only useful
develop new technologically interesting materials, but it a
provides a way to separate isotope-disorder-related eff
from anharmonic processes. From such studies one ga
better understanding of the phonon decay mechanisms
their influence on many physical properties~e.g., phonon-
phonon interaction, electron-phonon interaction, lattice
rameters, thermal conductivity!.9 In elemental semiconduc
0163-1829/2001/64~4!/045201~10!/$20.00 64 0452
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tors, the mass dependence of the phonon frequencie

simply given bym̄21/2 in the harmonic approximation, inde
pendently of the phonon wave vectorq. This relation does
not hold for binary compounds, where the changes of
phonon frequencies and atomic displacements~eigenvectors!
with the mass of the constituent atoms are specific to e
phonon branchj and wave vectorq.10 The different behavior
of acoustic and optic branches by substitution of either he
or light atoms allows one to probe the efficiency of the d
ferent anharmonic decay channels ofG-point optical
phonons~and, in principle, also of other phonons using spe
troscopic techniques, such as inelastic neutron or x-
scattering,11 which allow one to probe larger wave vecto
q). In the case of GaP a double-peak structure has b
recently reported for the Raman spectrum of the transve
optic ~TO! phonons. Changes of the relative positions a
intensities of the two peak components with Ga isotope s
stitution confirmed the anharmonic nature of th
structure.12,13 This feature was also reproduced by firs
principles calculations in which the anharmonicity w
treated by density functional perturbation theory~DFPT!.14

Isotope substitution and Raman scattering have been
used to determine phononeigenvectorsat the Brillouin zone
center in cases where they are not fixed by symmetry, s
as for theE2 phonons of the wurtzite structure compoun
CdS and GaN.15,16 In the case of SiC, the use of differen
polytypes allowed the investigation of the eigenvectors
nonzeroq along theG-L direction in the zinc-blende crysta
structure.17 The measurement of phonon eigenvectors p
vides an important check for lattice-dynamical model calc
lations, since even an excellent fit of a given model only
measuredfrequencydispersion curves does not imply th
reliability of the calculatedeigenvectors. Moreover, many
physical properties, such as inelastic neutron or light scat
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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SERRANO, RUF, WIDULLE, LIN, AND CARDONA PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 045201
ing intensities and selection rules, require a precise kno
edge of the eigenvectors which, unfortunately, have rece
much less attention than the phonon frequencies.

Copper bromide, together with CuCl and CuI, is one
the most ionic materials with the zinc-blende structure
ambient conditions.18,19 Many of its physical properties ar
similar to those of CuCl, i.e., it displays a negative therm
expansion coefficient below 50 K,20–23 a relatively large
ionic conductivity at high temperatures,24,25 and an anoma-
lous increase of the band gap with increasing temperatu26

X-ray absorption and neutron diffraction measureme
show an increasing disorder of the Cu1 sublattice with in-
creasing temperature,27–30related to a large anharmonicity o
its vibrational potentials. The largest anharmonic vibratio
amplitudes are along thê111& direction.28 The strong anhar-
monicity requires consideration of at least quartic terms
the interatomic potential expansion in order to describe pr
erly many physical properties,27,29,30and leads to a decreas
of the Cu-Br bond length with increasing temperature ab
300 K.31 The Raman spectrum of CuCl exhibits an anom
lously broad structure in the TO region, consisting of thr
main peaks instead of the single-TO-phonon peak expe
for zinc-blende compounds.32 Two different models have
been applied to explain this unusual feature: In the so-ca
off-center model, one considers a disordered Cu1 sublattice
with Cu1 ions displaced away from their tetrahedral po
tions due to off-center minima of the lattice potential. Th
leads to two different ‘‘TO modes’’ associated with two po
sible equilibrium positions for the Cu1 ions ~the standard
and the displaced positions!.33–35 In the Fermi resonance
model, one considers an anharmonic renormalization of
TO(G) phonon due to interactions with a two-phonon co
tinuum of acoustic modes.36–40

The Raman spectrum of CuBr at low temperature
been reported to show a TO(G) phonon with a normal
Lorentzian line shape at'136 cm21, and a broad asymmet
ric peak at 169 cm21 corresponding to thelongitudinal op-
tic ~LO! mode at theG point,41–43 with a linewidth of
'7 cm21 at 6 K. When the temperature is increased, t
new features arise around 70 cm21 and 125 cm21 at 246
K,44 respectively. The first has been assigned to a 2TA co
bination, whereas the second structure was studied with
off-center and Fermi resonance models, either postulatin
TO-phonon structure due to a double-well potential45 ~simi-
lar to that suggested by off-center models for CuCl! or using
a TA1LA combination as an anharmonic decay channel
the TO(G) phonon42 ~Fermi resonance model!. Although
none of these models seems to be conclusive in explai
all the available experimental data, there are some asp
that cannot be addressed by the off-center model, e.g.,
changes of the Raman spectrum with isotope substitutio
CuCl ~Ref. 32! and the extended x-ray absorption fine stru
ture measurements~EXAFS! in CuBr.29

In this work we present a detailed investigation of t
Raman spectrum of CuBr at 2 K with a set of isotopica
tailored samples covering the four possible combinations
Cu and Br isotopes, in addition to those obtained from
natural elements. This study reveals the anharmonic na
of the LO(G) spectrum, which is resolved into three differe
04520
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structures consisting of two overlapping broad features in
range '160–170 cm21, with a sharp peak at its high
energy side, around'172 cm21 for the natural sample. The
line shape of this phonon is explained quantitatively by
Fermi resonance model. The change of the phonon frequ
cies with isotope composition is also addressed for
TO(G) phonon, while in the case of the LO structure mo
information is required in order to explain the observ
dominance of Cu displacements in the two-phonon den
of states~DOS! in this region. The fact that the Fermi reso
nance occurs for the TO phonon in CuCl, whereas in CuB
occurs for the LO phonon, can be qualitatively attributed
the increase in reduced mass associated with the increa
the halogen mass when going from CuCl to CuBr. This
crease shifts the TO phonon away from the two-phonon re
nance region while bringing the LO mode closer to it.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Natural copper and bromine contain two stable isoto
each (63Cu, 69.17%;65Cu, 30.83%;79Br, 50.69%; and81Br,
49.31%!. The elements used to grow our samples were i
topically pure (.99%) except for81Br, whose enrichment
quality was slightly lower~98.75%!. The actual purity of the
different isotopes was measured by means of mass spe
scopic analysis; their isotope enrichment is shown in Tabl
The samples were of two kinds:~i! very tiny platelets of
'1 mm2 surface area and thickness less than 100mm, and
~ii ! conic single crystals with a base diameter of 1–2 mm a
a length of 3–5 mm. The Raman spectra from both types
samples coincide for identical isotope composition. T
growth method for samples of type~i! was the same used fo
growing the CuCl isotope-enriched crystals measured in R
32; this method is described in Ref. 46, and allows one
grow small crystals reducing the amount of expens
isotope-enriched elements needed. Source materials fo
growth of the CuBr isotopic mixed crystals were obtained
the chemical reaction of NaBr, Na79Br, Na81Br, and
CuSO45H2O, 63CuSO45H2O, and 65CuSO45H2O. Prior to
this reaction, the sulfate was prepared by dissolving nat

TABLE I. Isotope information for the investigated CuB

samples: isotopic composition, average massm̄, and mass variance

parameterg. m̄ and g are obtained from the isotopic compositio
and the corresponding masses.

Isotope Isotope content~%! m̄ ~amu! g

63Cu 99.9a 62.932 0.131025

natCu 63Cu, 69.17;65Cu, 30.83 63.546 21.131025

65Cu 99.7a 64.922 0.331025

79Br 99.41a 78.930 0.431025

natBr 79Br, 50.69; 81Br, 49.31 79.904 15.631025

81Br 98.75a 80.891 0.831025

aThe isotope content is the enrichment of the nominal isotope.
concentration of the other isotope is the difference between
value and 100%. The concentration of the most common impuri
of other atoms was less than 300 ppm.
1-2
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ISOTOPIC INVESTIGATION OF THE LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045201
or isotopic alloy enriched copper metal in diluted H2SO4.32

CuBr conic single crystals of type~ii ! were grown by subli-
mation of the CuBr powders in closed evacuated ampou

The Raman spectra were obtained using a triple-gra
Dilor XY spectrometer operating in the high-dispersi
mode. The scattered light was collected with a char
coupled-device detector~CCD! cooled by liquid nitrogen.
The 6470.9 Å Kr1 line was used for excitation from a Kr-A
mixed gas laser. The samples were immersed in super
helium and kept at temperatures below 2 K in an optical
cryostat and measured in backscattering geometry. The
power was adjusted between 25 and 50 mW to avoid sam
heating. No changes in the spectra were observed whe
creasing the power by a factor of 2. The65Cu79Br sample
was so small that it had to be measured using a micro-Ra
setup with a cold finger at 6 K under vacuum. The la
power was 28 mW and a 503 objective was used in this
case. The spectral resolution in both setups was'0.5 cm21.
The 6532.9 Å line of a Ne lamp was used for calibration

III. RESULTS

A. TO„G… phonon

Figure 1 displays the Raman spectra of CuBr in the reg
of the TO(G) phonon for different isotopic compositions
The intensities~peak height! are normalized and the spect
are ordered with increasing reduced mass from the bottom
the top. As the reduced mass,m, increases, the phonon fre
quency decreases proportionally tom21/2.

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of the TO(G) phonon of CuBr for dif-
ferent isotopically tailored samples. The vertical bars indicate
peak positions obtained from the harmonic virtual crystal appro
mation, which shift withm21/2.
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For elemental crystals the virtual crystal approximatio9

~VCA! predicts that all phonons should exhibit the same
pendence (m̄21/2) on the average isotopic massm̄ in the
harmonic approximation, independent of wave vector a
branch. The extension to binary compounds is straight
ward, but the dependence of the phonon frequency on
mass varies now withq. In the case of the zone-center opt
phonons in the zinc-blende structure, this relation holds
the reduced mass, i.e.,vO(G)}m21/2, where the subscrip
stands for optic modes.

The vertical bars in Fig. 1 illustrate thism21/2 scaling,
with the phonon energy of the63Cu79Br sample used as a
reference. With increasingm the measured TO(G) peak is
shifted slightly towards higher frequencies than expected
the basis of the VCA. This difference reaches its maxim
for 65Cu81Br, with the experimental frequenc
'0.13(9) cm21 higher than the harmonic VCA prediction

This deviation is also visible in Fig. 2, where the TO(G)
frequency is shown as a function of the reduced mass.
error bars indicate the standard deviation determined fr
different measurements. The solid line represents the redu
mass behavior}m21/2 with respect to the63Cu79Br sample.
The reasons for this shift will be discussed in Sec. V.

The experimental TO(G) frequencies and the full width a
half maximum~FWHM!, GTO(G ) , for the different isotopic
compositions are shown in Table II.GTO(G ) was obtained by
fitting the spectra with a Voigt profile~i.e., a convolution of
a Gaussian and a Lorentzian!, which implies a Lorentzian
line shape for the phonon. This is justified by the excelle
resolution achieved in the experiment and the almost s

e
i-

FIG. 2. Raman shift of the different CuBr samples vs the
duced massm. The solid line represents the}m21/2 behavior, using
the 63Cu79Br TO frequency as reference. The dashed line repres
a fit with Eq. ~7! ~see Sec. V!.
1-3
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TABLE II. Reduced massm, Raman frequenciesvTO(G ) , vLO(A), vLO(B), andvLO(C), and linewidths
GTO(G) ~FWHM! of isotopically modified CuBr samples atT52 K in units of cm21. The linewidth has been
corrected for the spectrometer resolution by deconvolution with a Gaussian (GGauss.0.5 cm21). The error
bars~in parentheses! are the standard deviation of several measurements.

Sample m ~amu! vTO(G) GTO(G) vLO(A) vLO(B) vLO(C)

63Cu79Br 35.014 136.73~5! 0.90~2! 166.40~20! 168.35~20! 173.79~6!
natCu79Br 35.204 136.41~3! 0.81~1! 165.72~20! 168.22~20! 173.19~10!
63CunatBr 35.205 136.37~3! 0.79~1! 166.10~20! 168.10~20! 173.61~11!
63Cu81Br 35.395 136.10~2! 0.84~1! 165.97~20! 167.50~20! 173.42~8!
natCunatBr 35.396 136.03~3! 0.87~1! 165.65~20! 167.50~20! 173.00~6!
natCu81Br 35.588 135.70~4! 0.85~3! 165.55~20! 167.10~20! 172.83~6!
65Cu79Br a 35.622 135.63~3! 1.05~2! 164.20~25! 166.88~25! 171.51~8!
65CunatBr 35.819 135.26~3! 0.90~1! 164.40~20! 166.57~20! 171.43~5!
65Cu81Br 36.016 134.94~4! 0.86~1! 164.27~20! 166.13~20! 171.37~5!

aData were taken at 6 K~see Sec. II!.
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metric line shape of these spectra.47 Notice that the TO width
changes very strongly with the bromine mass.GTO(G ) in-
creases by'7% when going from63Cu81Br to 63Cu79Br,
and by'22% between65Cu81Br and 65Cu79Br. The differ-
ent increments may be due to the different setup used
measure65Cu79Br ~see Sec. II!. This variation with the bro-
mine mass has the trend expected from anharmonic co
butions; it is, however, much larger than that expected fr
the mass change,'2.5%.

B. LO„G… phonon

Figure 3 displays the Raman spectra of the LO(G) pho-
non for different isotopic compositions. Note that the spec
are now ordered with increasing copper mass from the
tom to the top. This phonon appears as a broad structure
a FWHM of around 17 cm21, showing three main features
labeledA, B, and C, located in natural CuBr around 166
168, and 172 cm21, respectively. While featuresA and B
are quite broad,C is an asymmetric and rather narrow pe
located at the high-energy side of the LO(G)-phonon spec-
trum. The frequencies of these features are listed in Tabl
The vertical bars in Fig. 3 indicate the frequencies that
expected for am21/2 behavior with respect to theB peak of
the 63Cu79Br sample. The most striking fact is that the ma
dependence ofB is quite different from that ofA andC. The
frequency shifts of the latter are mainly determined by
copper mass, whereas featureB follows the m21/2 behavior
expected within the VCA for a zone-center optic phono
The shift of the peakC observed when replacing63Cu by
65Cu in the Cu81Br sample amounts, for instance,
'2.05(13) cm21, which is much larger than the
'1.50 cm21 anticipated from the reduced mass behavio

Figure 4 shows the behavior of the three peak frequen
versus the reduced mass. The error bars correspond to
standard deviation of the results from several measureme
The maxima were found by analyzing the first derivative
the spectra, whose line shapes neither correspond to Lo
zians nor to Gaussians. Thev}m21/2 behavior, taking
63Cu79Br as a reference, is displayed by the dashed lin
From these lines one notices that only featureB obeys the
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expected}m21/2 behavior. The results for peaksA andC can
be grouped into sets of samples with varying bromine
constant copper mass. Within each of these groups, den
by s, h, andL in Fig. 4, the phonon frequency is almo
independent ofm. However, the average mode frequency
each group roughly follows them21/2 law. In other words,
theA andC feature frequencies vary predominantly with th
copper mass and are almost independent of the brom
mass.

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of the CuBr LO(G) phonon at 2 K for
different isotopic compositions. Three features can be clearly
tinguished, two broad structures, labeledA and B, and a narrow
peak at the high energy side, labeledC. The vertical bars indicate
the peak positions obtained from the harmonic virtual crystal
proximation, which shift withm21/2.
1-4
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ISOTOPIC INVESTIGATION OF THE LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045201
The different dependences exhibited by the frequencie
these three features are not specific to CuBr; similar effe
have also been reported in the Raman studies of isotopic
tailored GaP and CuCl in Refs. 12 and 32, respectively
the case of CuCl, the TO phonon exhibits a broad struc
with two main features, namely TO(g) and TO(b), whose
frequency shifts are proportional to changes of only the c
per mass and the reduced mass, respectively, with var
isotopic composition. The fact that something similar a
pears in CuBr, this time, however, for the LO phonon, can
qualitatively understood as a change of the relative posi
of the one-phonon and two-phonon spectra with increas
halogen mass.48 This will be further analyzed in Sec. V.

IV. THEORY

There are two different terms that contribute to the ph
non frequency renormalization and linewidth: the inelas
anharmonic decay processes and elastic phonon scatt
due to atomic disorder~isotopes and impurities!.49 Raman
spectroscopy of isotopically tailored materials is a power
technique to investigate this renormalization for zone-cen
phonons. It allows one to focus first on the study of isoto
cally pure samples, where only anharmonic self-energy p
cesses are present, and then to turn to the more com
isotope mixtures, which show both kinds of effects simul
neously.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the Raman shift of the featuresA, B, andC
of the LO(G) phonon in CuBr with the reduced mass. The dash
lines represent them21/2 behavior of the harmonic VCA. The ope
circles, squares, and diamonds are experimental data for
63CuxBr, natCuxBr, and 65CuxBr samples, respectively. The soli
lines represent linear fits to theA and C structures, separately fo
each sample set with the same copper isotope composition.
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The renormalization of the phonon frequency and lin
width due to both, disorder-related effects and anharmo
decay, can be expressed by a self-energy

S~q, j ;v!5D~q, j ;v!2
i

2
G~q, j ;v!, ~1!

whereD(q, j ;v) is the frequency shift of the phonon wit
frequencyv of branchj and wave vectorq, andG(q, j ;v)
represents its broadening~FWHM!. To a first approximation
we can treat both anharmonicity and disorder contributio
in an additive way, i.e.,D5Ddis1Danh and G5Gdis1Ganh,
where D and G are related by the Kramers-Kroni
relations.50 Therefore, we can use perturbation theory to a
dress each term individually. If we confine ourselves to R
man spectroscopy with visible light, i.e., wave vectorq.0,
the spectral function of a particular phonon of frequencyv
and branchj at low temperature is47,51

A~0, j ;v!5
1

2p

G~0, j ;v!

@v2v~0, j !2D~0, j ;v!#21@G~0, j ;v!/2#2
,

~2!

wherev(0, j ) represents the harmonic Raman frequency.

A. Disorder effects

Within second-order perturbation theory, isotope disor
can be characterized through a mass fluctuation param
g(k), for each atomic speciesk:

g~k!5(
i

ciF m̄~k!2mi~k!

m̄~k!
G 2

, ~3!

where ci and mi stand for the concentration and mass
isotopei, respectively, andm̄(k) is the average mass of th
atomic speciesk, i.e., the sum of the isotope mass
weighted by their respective concentrations. The actual
ues ofg(k) for our CuBr samples are displayed in Table
The highest values ofg(k) are achieved, for the sample
available, in the natural mixtures. However, since the ma
mum value ofg(k) in CuBr is almost one order of magn
tude smaller than that of70Ge0.5

76Ge0.5, the most disordered
Ge composition52 that has been reported to show an isoto
self-energy shift of'1 cm21, a very small effect is ex-
pected for CuBr. The contribution to the FWHM is the
given by53

Gdis~q, j ,v!5
p

6
v2(

k

isot

g~k!ue~kuq, j !u2rk
(1)~v!, ~4!

wheree(kuq, j ) is the eigenvector of the phonon of branchj,
wave vectorq, and atomic speciesk, andrk

(1)(v) the one-
phonon partial density of states of thek-atomic species.@The
frequency shift Ddis(v) can be obtained fromGdis(v)
through the Kramers-Kronig relations.#

B. Anharmonic decay processes

Lattice-dynamical calculations are usually performed
the harmonic approximation, where the lattice potential is

d

he
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expanded to quadratic terms in the atomic displacem
only. However, in a real crystal the cubic and quartic ter
in this expansion are often non-negligible. In this work w
apply a simplified third-order perturbation approach to
count for the anharmonic contribution to the phonon lin
widths and frequencies. To this extent, the anharmo
broadening of the Raman line is given by54

Ganh~0, j ;v!5
18p

\2 (
q, j 1 , j 2

uV3~0, j ;q, j 1 ;2q, j 2!u2

3@n~q, j 1!1n~2q, j 2!11#d„v~q, j 1!

1v~2q, j 2!2v…, ~5!

whereV3(q, j ;q1 , j 1 ;q2 , j 2) are the cubic coefficients in th
expansion of the lattice potential in normal coordinat
n(q, j ) denotes the thermal occupation number of phonon
branchj and wave vectorq, and thed distribution guarantees
energy conservation. At low temperature the thermal oc
pation number vanishes and, assuming a constant valu
the cubic coefficient independent of wave vector and bran
which, including the required prefactors, we labelV3, Eq.~5!
can be greatly simplified. The anharmonic contribution to
FWHM is then proportional to the two-phonon density
states,r (2)(v) ~joint density of states approximation!, which
can be obtained from a variety of lattice-dynamical mode

Ganh~0, j ;v!5uV3u2r (2)~v!. ~6!

The actual dependence ofV3 on v is rather complicated,32,54

although there are a few first principles calculations availa
for some zinc-blende semiconductors.55 The anharmonic
phonon frequency shift,Danh(v), can be obtained from the
imaginary part of the corresponding self-energy, i.
Ganh(v), through the Kramers-Kronig transformation.

The anharmonic frequency renormalization can also
estimated from the temperature dependence of the pho
frequency. As described in Ref. 56, the phonon frequenc
low temperature can be written asv.Am̄21/22Bm̄21 for a
monatomic crystal. The factorAm̄21/2 can be determined
from the linear extrapolation toT50 of the linear regime of
the temperature-dependent Raman frequency, and the d
ence between this value and the actual frequency atT50
corresponds to the termBm̄21. Generalizing this expressio
for binary compounds, we can write for CuBr the anh
monically renormalized phonon frequency at low tempe
ture as

v5A/m1/21C/mCu1D/mBr1E/~mCumBr!
1/2, ~7!

where the coefficientsC, D, andE depend on the eigenvec
tors. Due to the relatively small difference betweenmCu and
mBr , a rough approximation consists of using the reduc
mass instead of both masses, i.e.,mCu.mBr.2m, recovering
again the equation for elemental crystals in terms of the
duced mass.
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V. DISCUSSION

As mentioned in Sec. III A, the TO-phonon frequen
versusm shows a small but significant uniform shift wit
respect to the harmonic VCA predictions. This deviation h
to be attributed to anharmonic processes, since it occurs
tematically in all samples, either isotopically pure or mixe
Following the arguments exposed in the previous section,
performed a fit of the experimental data to the equat
Am21/22Bm21 ~dashed line in Fig. 2!, obtaining for the an-
harmonic renormalizationBm21.7.6 cm21 for natural
CuBr. This value is in rather good agreement with data
rived from the temperature-dependent Raman frequencie
ported in Refs. 41, 42, and 44, which imply a renormaliz
tion of about 5.4 and 6 cm21, respectively. In Fig. 2 we
compare this fit to the experimental data, and show this s
tematic deviation from them21/2 reduced mass behavior ex
pected for harmonic crystal. The large value of this sh
~compared to that of germanium'2 cm21 from Ref. 47!
can be attributed to the anharmonicity of CuBr, which
related to its structural instability, being one of the few h
lides with zinc-blende crystal structure at ambient press
and having a phase transition atp'4.9 GPa.57 A better
quantitative approach may require a detailed and reliable
scription of the eigenvectors throughout the whole phon
dispersion relations, beyond that which is presently av
able.

In the LO case, the most striking feature is at first sight
anomalous line shape, quite different from the Lorentzia
like peak that one would expect to encounter for a ‘‘norma
zone-center phonon.47 In order to address the nature of th
anomaly, we considered first the picture obtained from R
man investigations on CuCl where a very similar multife
ture structure has been reported for the TO phonon~see Ref.
32 and references therein!. In Ref. 32 a simple model base
on an anharmonic coupling between the two-phonon den
of states and the TO phonon allowed the description of
Raman spectra and their change with isotope substitut
The various features of the TO Raman spectra of CuCl w
explained as a result of a number of singularities located n
zeros of the denominator in Eq.~2!. This is the so-called
Fermi resonance model~FR!.36–40 Several available lattice
dynamical models can be used to calculate the one- or t
phonon DOS.58–60In Fig. 5~a! we display the phonon disper
sion calculated with the 14-parameter shell model
Hoshino,59 using the parameter set I~SM-I!. Figure 5~b!
shows the corresponding two-phonon DOS, and the inset
plays the significant differences found between the DOS
culated from the shell model of Ref. 59~with two different
sets of parameters, i.e., SM-I and SM-II! and the rigid-ion
model ~RIM! of Plumelle et al.,60 obtained by fitting the
same inelastic neutron scattering data.59 The RIM and the
SM-I display a dip in the DOS around the LO(G) phonon
frequency. This dip corresponds to a reduction of t
LA1TA decay channels.

We have calculated the anharmonic renormalization
the LO-phonon line shape due to the Fermi resonance w
the two-phonon DOS using the three sets of parameters
scribed above; the best agreement with the experime
1-6
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FIG. 5. ~a! Phonon dispersion curves of CuB
calculated with the shell model along sever
high-symmetry directions. The parameters us
are those of set I in Ref. 59.~b! Two-phonon
DOS, r (2)(v), obtained with the same mode
The inset represents an enlargement where
results of various models forr (2)(v) are com-
pared in the frequency region of interest to th
Fermi resonance under discussion~see Sec. V!.
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spectra was found for the parameter set SM-I. In Fig. 6~a! we
display the real and imaginary parts of the anharmonic p
non self-energy defined in Eq.~1! and the Raman spectrum
calculated with Eq.~2! for natural CuBr. As adjustable pa
rameters we used the effective cubic coefficientV3 defined
in the previous section, and a rigid shift of the whole tw

FIG. 6. ~a! Imaginary part,G(v), ~dashed line! and real part,
D(v), ~solid line! of the phonon self-energy in natural CuBr calc
lated from Ref. 59~see text!. The dot-dashed line represents (v
2v0), wherev0 stands for the harmonic unrenormalized LO fr
quency.~b! Raman spectrum of the LO phonon of natural CuBr
2 K ~open circles!. The three features (A, B, C) described in the
text are shown together with a fit~solid line! using the FR model
and the phonon self-energy of~a!.
04520
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phonon DOS by about'3 cm21, which is well within the
uncertainty of the neutron scattering measurements. A va
of uV3u2.45 cm22 yields remarkable agreement betwe
the experimental line shape and the FR model calculatio
as shown in Fig. 6~b!. This value ofuV3u2 is rather close to
that used in Ref. 12 for similar calculations for GaP (uV3u2

.53 cm22). In Ref. 32,uV3u2.70 cm22 was found to re-
produce the TO-phonon line shape in CuCl. According
Eq. ~2!, the maxima in the Raman spectra correspond
minima in the denominator, i.e., to zeros or near-zeros of
expressionv2v(0, j )2D(v). We can see in Fig. 6~a! that
there are two prominent features in the vicinity of the ‘‘ha
monic’’ LO frequency at'166 cm21. These features cor
respond to the two-acoustic-phonon combination TA1LA at
the W andK points, respectively. The small shoulderA, lo-
cated at the low-energy side of the phonon structure,
therefore be attributed within this model to a~TA1LA !-
phonon combination at theW point. The fact that there are
no neutron data available for this point leaves us with a sli
uncertainty in the actual position of the shoulder. The narr
peak at'172 cm21 then constitutes a resonance of the t
of the two-phonon DOS at frequencies higher than
TA1LA combination around theK point. Comparing this
two-phonon DOS in the LO region with that used in Ref.
to explain the anomalous TO-phonon line shape in CuCl,
conclude that the physics behind both anomalies is basic
the same. In fact, if we look at the two-phonon DO
calculated for CuCl in Ref. 32, the region at th
TO(G)-phonon resembles remarkably the DOS in CuBr
the LO(G)-phonon frequency. The halogen substitution e
sentially leaves the acoustic DOS unchanged~it mostly de-
pends on the copper mass! while the optic-mode zone-cente
frequencies are reduced according to}m21/2 between CuCl
and CuBr. Hence the LO mode in CuBr and the TO mode
CuCl are close to the same two-phonon DOS feature~which
has an acoustic-mode origin!. This allows the FR model to
explain both cases with the same arguments.

In Ref. 32 a narrow peak@labeled TO(g)# was found,
which exhibited mainly a dependence on the copper m
with isotope substitution. It was argued there that the do

t

1-7
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nant copper displacements of the acoustic-phonon eigen
tors lead to a copper-mass dependence of the two-pho
DOS at the TO phonon frequency, explaining the change
the Raman spectra with different isotopic composition. In
case of CuBr, we observe in Fig. 3 that the featuresA andC,
attributed to Van Hove singularities of the DOS, vary al
predominantly with the copper mass. One would, howev
expect the behavior of the acoustic phonons to be determ
mainly by the bromine mass, since bromine is the heavie
the two ions. UsingD(v) and G(v) from the above-
mentioned lattice-dynamical models in the FR model, it w
not possible to describe the isotope dependence of the
structure. The masses of the copper and bromine ions
quite similar, which suggests that strong mixing of the eig
vectors may occur in the acoustic phonons. Therefore, a
precise knowledge of the atomic displacements is neede
order to obtain an accurate two-phonon DOS and the r
description of its shift with the isotopic composition.
simple model, without taking into account these effects, c
not be expected to reproduce line shape changes due to
subtle effects. In the case of CuCl, however, there is a la
difference between the anion and cation masses. This
plains the excellent description of the isotope dependenc
the Raman spectra of CuCl by the FR model. It has b
demonstrated by X-ray measurements29,30 that the quartic-
order anharmonic contribution is not negligible in CuBr b
may be as important as the third-order term. This can l
also to a different isotope dependence of the phonon freq
cies, without dramatic changes in the expected phonon
shape.54

A simple argument can be used to infer possible ano
lies in the eigenvectors: The relative difference between
LA( X) and LO(X) frequencies should be proportional to th
square root of the ratio of the ion masses, provided that b
modes have the same effective force constant, i.e., for C
vLO(X) /vLA( X).(mCu/mCl)

1/2. If we use the values of Ref
61, we obtain a frequency ratio of'1.9 whereas the mas
ratio is 1.33; this leads to a force constant ratio (kCl /kCu)

1/2

.1.4. An interpretation of this observation is that the LA(X)
copperlike phonon in CuCl has a lower frequency, in ad
tion to the mass effect, due to the smaller force cons
associated with the copper-copper interaction. If we assu
the same force constant ratio for CuBr and take the m
ratio (mBr /mCu)

1/2.1.12, we can explain the observed fr
quency ratio of'1.21 by exchanging the mass dependen
of the LA and LO phonons at theX point ~see also Ref. 8, p
15188!. This is shown graphically in Fig. 7.Ab initio calcu-
lations of the phonon eigenvectors and the pressure de
dence of the different decay channels are required to exp
in a quantitative way, the copper-mass dependence of
two-phonon DOS in the LO region inferred from our me
surements.

Isotope disorder effects on the Raman phonons of C
are expected to be small because of the low values of b
the mass variance parameters,g(k), and the corresponding
partial one-phonon densities of states. At the TO-phonon
quency, the one-phonon DOS vanishes~see dispersion rela
tions in Fig. 5. This leads to negligible contributions of ela
tic scattering by isotope disorder to the linewidth,
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expected from Eq.~4!. However, the frequency renormaliza
tion Ddis results from an integral involving virtual transition
over the whole Brillouin zone, leading to a small but signi
cant shift. This can be observed when comparing the T
phonon frequencies of63Cu81Br and natural CuBr. Within
the error bars, the experimental disorder-related shift
'20.07(5) cm21 is in agreement with a value o
20.04 cm21 obtained from Eq.~4! with the one-phonon
DOS calculated using the SM-I of Ref. 59, assuming eq
eigenvector components for copper and bromine. In the c
of the LO phonon, the isotope disorder effects are co
pletely masked by the strong anharmonic processes, wh
as discussed earlier, alter the phonon line shape dramatic

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the Raman spectra of isotopic
tailored CuBr. The TO phonon shows a normal Lorentzia
like line shape, which, to a first approximation, scales
frequency likem21/2 with isotope substitution. In contras
for CuCl the TO phonons exhibit a strongly anomalous, no
Lorentzian, line shape. In addition, for CuBr the TO phon
it displays a slight deviation from them21/2 behavior that
can be attributed to anharmonic renormalization. We
tained an anharmonic shift of'17.6 cm21 for natural
CuBr, in good agreement with the value of'15.5 extrapo-
lated from temperature-dependent Raman measurem
A small isotopic disorder effect is also observed in t
TO-phonon frequency of natural CuBr. The LO phon
exhibits a complicated broad structure consisting of th
features, similar to those observed for the TO phonons
CuCl, which can be explained by means of the Fer
resonance model. This work on CuBr provides stro

FIG. 7. Schematic explanation of the ‘‘copperlike’’ behavior
the acoustic-phonon DOS in CuBr. On the left side we display
change between the diatomic chain model prediction and the ac
frequency ratio at theX point for CuCl obtained from inelastic
neutron scattering, leading to a larger force constant for chlor
On the right side of the figure, the same force constant ratio fo
in CuCl is assumed for CuBr. Together with the diatomic cha
model predictions, this leads to a frequency ratio of'1.25, in good
agreement with the value of 1.21 obtained from the neutron d
from Ref. 59. This argument holds provided that an exchange of
mass dependence between acoustic and optic phonons occurs
the acoustic modes shift with the lighter~copper! mass, and the
optic ones shift with the heavier~bromine! mass.
1-8
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support for the anharmonic, Fermi resonance model, as
posed to the off-center models. Our isotope data reve
copperlike behavior of the eigenvectors involved in the tw
phonon acoustic DOS in this region. The microscopic ori
of this effect is not completely understood. More work
needed in order to determine reliably the eigenvectors
volved in the corresponding decay processes.
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